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Trotsky works for a neuromarketing
company that scans his brain to test new
products. Only his name isnt really Trotsky
-- thats a code name hes forced to use. And
the products arent real -- theyre hologram
prototypes. Trapped in an increasingly
unreal world that leaves him haunted by
hallucinations, Trotsky goes to accident
scenes at night in search of something
genuine. Instead, he finds Holiday, a
wannabe actress who fakes accidents for
insurance settlements but who dreams of
stardom. She leads him into an
underground society of anti-corporate
activists who live in a forgotten space in a
mall. But when an encounter with a
troubled cop turns deadly, the group is
discovered by the media and dubbed the
Warhol Gang. At first Holiday and Trotsky
embrace their notoriety, but theyre forced
to confront their own desires -- and
differences -- when the gang takes on a life
of its own and the body count rises.The
Warhol Gang is an absurdist tale for an age
of absurdism, a black comedy for anyone
whos ever been trapped in an endless mall
or fantasized about killing everyone in the
office.
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The Warhol Gang: Peter Darbyshire: 9781554680771: Vancouver author Peter Darbyshire, the creator of the novel
The Warhol Gang was photographed at Torontos Paupers pub, Friday June 11, Shelf Monkey: Monkey droppings The Warhol Gang by Peter Into a similar advertising-saturated world steps Trotsky, the protagonist of Peter
Darbyshires new novel, The Warhol Gang. A guinea pig at a Pevere: The Warhol Gang: All hail the dystopian novel
Toronto Star Peter Darbyshire offers a violent, darkly comic satire of a consumer society gone bonkers. Joyland
Magazine Toronto The Warhol Gang: an excerpt Peter Darbyshire offers a violent, darkly comic satire of a
consumer society gone bonkers. Review: The Warhol Gang, by Peter Darbyshire - The Globe and Mail Please
featured a young man wandering in a surreal urban landscape, and The Warhol Gang in some ways picks up where his
last book left off Images for Warhol Gang The challenge that Canadian author Peter Darbyshire sets for himself, and
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us, in his novel The Warhol Gang is therefore formidable. How to Review: The Warhol Gang, by Peter Darbyshire The Globe and Mail Andy Warhol and the Factory Gang, including Taylor Mead, Fred Hughes, Gerard Melanga and
Ultra Violet, pose for a portrait to publicize Warhols 1968 book PETER DARBYSHIRE - The Warhol gang Romans quebecois et Andy Warhol Lyrics: Money, money, money, money, money, the green I need / Money, money,
money, money, money, I need the green / Hov wants a Picasso Warhol: The Biography - Google Books Result
Vancouver author Peter Darbyshire, the creator of the novel The Warhol Gang was photographed at Torontos Paupers
pub, Friday June 11, The Warhol Gang - Browse Inside - HarperCollins Canada Browse Inside The Warhol Gang,
by Peter Darbyshire, Peter Darbyshire, a Trade paperback from HarperPerennial, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers.
The Warhol Gang - Peter Darbyshire - Google Books Vancouver author Peter Darbyshire, the creator of the novel
The Warhol Gang was photographed at Torontos Paupers pub, Friday June 11, Review: The Warhol Gang, by Peter
Darbyshire - The Globe and Mail The Warhol Gang peter darbyshire Famed for his quirky print reproductions of
pop culture icons (such as Marilyn Monroe and Campbells soup cans), Andy Warhol was arguably the most Browse
Inside The Warhol Gang by Peter Darbyshire, Peter Discovered by the media, they are dubbedthe Warhol Gang.
when the Warhol Gangtakes on a life of its own and the body count rises. Vancouver author Peter Darbyshire, the
creator of - Ottawa Citizen VIVA In the autumn of 1967, while lecturing in Tucson, Arizona, Warhol and Viva
playing a rich rancher who runs into trouble with a local gang of cowboys. The Warhol Gang Quill and Quire The
Warhol Gang has 66 ratings and 5 reviews. Corey said: Part of the great frustration (and the appeal) of The Warhol Gang
is that a description of the Horseshoe G.A.N.G Andy Warhol Lyrics Genius Lyrics Warhol Gang [Peter Darbyshire]
on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Trotsky works for a neuromarketing company that scans his brain to test
Andy Warhol And The Factory Gang Pictures Getty Images Find the perfect Warhol Gang stock photos and
editorial news pictures from Getty Images. Download premium images you cant get anywhere else. Vancouver author
Peter Darbyshire, the creator of the novel The Famed for his quirky print reproductions of pop culture icons (such as
Marilyn Monroe and Campbells soup cans), Andy Warhol was arguably the most The Warhol Gang by Peter
Darbyshire Reviews, Discussion The Warhol Gang is a black comedy for anyone whos ever been trapped in an
endless mall or fantasized about taking revenge on everyone in the office. Richard Avedons 1969 photograph of Andy
Warhols Factory gang (this section shows, left to right, Paul Morrissey, Little Joe Dallessandro and Candy Darling)
Richard Avedons 1969 photograph of Andy Warhols Factory gang Browse Inside The Warhol Gang, by Peter
Darbyshire, Peter Darbyshire, a Trade paperback from HarperPerennial, an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers. Warhol
Gang: Peter Darbyshire: 9781554680764: Nickel takes everyone in the office on a corporate retreat for the day. We
go to Gun World, an indoor shooting environment in the mall. Andy Warhols Factory Gang - The Quin Andy
Warhols Factory Gang - Quin Hotel New York Monkey droppings - The Warhol Gang by Peter Darbyshire - My
mind is full of other peoples mottos. The Monkey ponders the irony of writing Review: The Warhol Gang, by Peter
Darbyshire - The Globe and Mail By Peter Darbyshire Wow. No one has written a book this brainy, heartfelt, and
absurd in a while. The Warhol Gang is so, so hilarious. The whole idea is insane, Art: Warhols Gang Pops Back
Again - The New York Times Trotsky works for a neuromarketing company that scans his brain to test new products.
Only his name isnt really Trotsky -- thats a code name hes forced to use. The Warhol Gang The McDermid Agency
The Warhol Gang [Peter Darbyshire] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Trotsky works for a neuromarketing
company that scanshis brain to Vancouver author Peter Darbyshire, the creator of - Vancouver Sun The Warhol
Gang. by Peter Darbyshire. Trotsky, the code-named narrator of Peter Darbyshires sophomore novel, is a lot like the
unnamed protagonist of Warhol Gang Stock Photos and Pictures Getty Images A version of this archives appears
in print on December 22, 1978, on Page C27 of the New York edition with the headline: Art: Warhols Gang
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